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SOFTWAREQ: Creating INAUDIBLE ZIP files This is a trivial question. When I do File.Zip.create_zip File.fnmatch[/test/,
""], all the files in the subfolders of the base folder are archived to the zip file, too. Is there a way to ignore all the files in a

subfolder, i.e. let the zip have only one file, the one in the subfolder? A: You can omit some files from archive: source The files
matching the following patterns will be not archived to the archive: A 12-year-old autistic boy is being held on suspicion of

holding up a store, robbing a home and stabbing a man in a Long Beach, California, neighborhood, authorities said. U.S.
marshals arrested the boy on Wednesday after they said he assaulted the man, leaving him with a stab wound, Los Angeles

County sheriff’s deputies said. In the course of the investigation, authorities determined he was armed with a knife and ran into
a convenience store at 9:46 a.m. to rob it, ABC7 reported. The store clerk and a customer inside were able to outrun the boy,
and no one was injured, according to the station. “He was apprehended after attacking a male,” a spokeswoman said. “He has
autism and is being treated at the hospital,” referring to the victim. The search for the boy — described as being 2 feet tall,

weighing 60 pounds, with blue eyes and dark brown hair — began late Monday after the incident. He was first seen in a video
recorded by a neighborhood security camera near LA Country Boulevard and Long Beach Boulevard. Authorities have offered a

reward of up to $1,000 for information leading to his capture.Q: How to add a keybind to a new window? I want to be able to
add a keybinding that switches to the open directory. I already have a keybinding that
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Users who downloaded | 32 downloads. Application,.NET page 1 of a total of 722 Be the first to review this item No items were
found matching your search. Buy now with confidence The P-C038LV is a single isolated single-phase, 6-pole, PLC controlled
power supply that accepts DC voltages up to 90 Vdc and outputs AC voltages. It is a high efficiency stable step-down dc power

supply designed for use in power supply for Class IV applications such as Fan Fair. This wall mountable power supply can
supply a maximum current output of 1.5 amps at 90 Vdc, as well as 4 amps at 60 and 12 volts. This power supply may be

included in a P-C038LV-2 or a P-C038LV-2M configuration. The power supply is a small toroidal transformer that provides
isolation at two voltage levels and an AC output. A transducer connector is provided at the AC output for connection to a solid

state relay. No external transformers are required.Q: Return a value based on a boolean field in a document I need help in
finding a way to return a value based on the record of a field in a MongoDB document. var myDoc = DB.player.findOne( { id:

"12345" } ); var currPlayer = myDoc[0].isCurrPlayer; I want to do something like this in Node JS: var myDoc =
DB.player.findOne( { id: "12345" } ); var currPlayer = myDoc[0].isCurrPlayer; console.log(currPlayer); The document in

question looks like this: { "_id" : ObjectId("5bbf87dad1532a2a1fb8c19b"), "user" : "johndoe", "level" : "3", "isCurrentPlayer" :
true, "credit" : 100, "minLevel" : 8, "email" : "johndoe@example.com" } A: That is not possible in the way you are trying to do

it, at least not with the mongoose API. A non-technical explanation is that the 3e33713323
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